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A Global Security System summarizes some key proposals for
ending war and developing alternative approaches to global security that
have been advanced over the past half century.
It argues that nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction
undermine human survival and ecological wellbeing and thus render war
untenable. Moreover, the increasing role of terrorist and other non-state
actors in waging acts of mass violence renders state-centric solutions
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inadequate. The nature of warfare has changed; wars are no longer only or
even primarily waged between nation states. Thus, nation states alone
cannot assure peace and security. New structures are needed that are
global in scope and include nongovernmental and intergovernmental actors
working in concert for common security.
The report also asserts that a sustainable peace is possible and an
alternative security system necessary to attain it. Moreover, it is not
necessary to start from scratch; much of the groundwork for an alternative
security system is already in place.
The major components of common security outlined in this work
include:
▪ Focus on common rather than only national security (win-win solutions)
▪ Shift to non-provocative defense posture;
▪ Create a nonviolent, civilian-based defense force;
▪ Phase out military bases;
▪ Disarm nuclear and conventional weapons in phased reductions, and end
the arms trade;
▪ End use of militarized drones;
▪ Ban weapons in outer space;
▪ End invasions and occupations;
▪ Convert military spending to civilian needs;
▪ Reconfigure the response to terrorism; use nonviolent responses instead,
such as arms embargoes, civil society support, meaningful
diplomacy, inclusive good governance, conciliation, arbitration,
judicial solutions, education and accurate information-sharing,
cultural exchanges, refugee repatriation, sustainable and just
economic development, etc;
▪ Include women in war prevention and peace-building;
▪ Reform and strengthen the United Nations and other international
institutions;
▪ Strengthen the International Court of Justice (World Court) and the
International Criminal Court;
▪ Strengthen international law;
▪ Foster compliance with existing international treaties and create new
ones where needed;
▪ Establish Truth and Reconciliation Commissions;
▪ Create a fair and stable global economy
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▪ Democratize international economic institutions (World Trade
Organization, International Monetary Fund, World Bank);
▪ Create a Global Parliament;
▪ Develop a Culture of Peace;
▪ Encourage the work of peaceful religious initiatives;
▪ Promote peace journalism (distinct form war/violence journalism);
▪ Spread and fund peace education and peace research;
▪ Tell a “New Story” rooted in a deepened consciousness and
understanding of Earth as our common home and shared future.
The report also includes a section debunking old myths about war
(e.g., “It is impossible to eliminate war”, “War is in our genes”, “We have
always had war”, “We are a sovereign nation”, “some wars are good”, the
“just war doctrine,” “War and war preparation bring peace and stability”,
“War makes us safe”, “War is necessary to kill terrorists”, “War is good for
the economy”).
And it includes a section on ways to accelerate the transition from a
war system to an alternative security system, including networking and
movement building, nonviolent direct-action campaigns, and educating the
public and decision and opinion makers.
The report is interspersed with highlighted quotes by authors,
thinkers and doers related to these proposals. It also contains facts that
highlight the need for alternatives, indicate the progress already made and
underscore reasons for hope.
All these strategies are commendable and important contributions to
a comprehensive security system. But not many are currently employed by
those in power. This is because those in power work primarily from a
paradigm or worldview not supported by or supportive of these strategies.
What seems to me to be missing from this report, and is most needed if
these strategies are to be employed, is a shift in consciousness and
worldviews–the context in which these different peace and security
strategies might be seen and applied. The old and still dominant vision is
that peace and security is achieved within an atomistic system of competing
nations states where each state must ultimately rely on military force for
survival. This worldview leads to one set of policy options. The new (but yet
oldest) vision for peace and security, held by a minority but growing number
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of people, arises from a consciousness of the oneness of the Earth and
interdependence of all life and all human communities and opens to a
different set of policy options. Our future will be shaped by which of these
two clashing worldviews ultimately prevails.
A major challenge for those seeking alternative strategies for peace
and security is how to expand and deepen this second type of
consciousness and move it into policy arenas at local, national and global
levels. Changing worldviews is not just one among thirty or so strategies to
list in a report such as A Global Security System, It is rather the overarching
consciousness and framework [a] within which all strategies need to be
assessed and chosen.
An appendix refers readers to resources, books, movies, and
organizations that can provide additional information. This section should
be expanded in future editions. Many valuable works that should be here
are not, including by the United Nations, the World Order Models Project,
Kenneth Boulding’s Stable Peace, and other works that, while earlier in
time, offer important visions and strong analytical foundations for alternative
security systems. This section also needs to include more works with
perspectives from non-western cultures. Missing too, are works from
diverse religious and spiritual perspectives. Alternative security
approaches–a new world order–grows from within (not just in political
arenas, but within the hearts, minds, and cultures of many diverse peoples).
While space is a consideration, it is important for readers to know that
significant thought on these issues has come from a great diversity of
sources.
Another recommendation for future editions is to add a section with
questions and recommendations. For example, how can peace builders
include dialog with far right and nationalist social and religious movements
as part of an inclusive process while upholding a global vision? What is the
role of social media in building and maintaining a new global security
system? How can human consciousness be developed and expanded
related to our role in planetary community?
Still, this is a valuable summary of ongoing work by thousands of
people to forge a more humane and ecologically sustainable future. As such
it is also a testament of reasons for hope.
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